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In order to be among the best, you have to 
stand out among the rest, and by capturing 
the design vision and instilling the warmth or 
boldness sought, ProSource Wholesale® trade 
pro members do just that, breathing new life 
into the home.

Click on the thumbnails to jump 
to each project

Engage with some of the best projects of 
2023 by browsing these stellar photos.

Planning a remodel or a new build? ProSource® is the source 
to make it a success. Contact or visit your local showroom.
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Design

MEMBER
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Lorain Design 
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ProSource of South Indianapolis, IN

Christy Dillon Interiors
MEMBER



Custom Built Inc
MEMBER
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Design

MEMBER
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Vivax Interiors
MEMBER
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Design
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Adonis Kitchen 
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Interior Decorator
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H&H Design
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By Steph
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RCI Interior Design
MEMBER

ProSource of Toledo, OH



Tracy Berman Interiors
MEMBER

ProSource of San Diego North, CA



Lorain Design 
Associates
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Tru Builders
MEMBER
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ProSource of Coppell, TX

Irwin Construction
MEMBER



Ivonne Valencia Design
MEMBER

ProSource of North Orange County, CA



Kelli Amis Interiors
MEMBER

ProSource of Coppell, TX



Scott Hall Remodeling
MEMBER

ProSource of Columbus West, OH



Lynsey Smith 
Interior Design

MEMBER

ProSource of Allen, TX



Vida Events and  
Design LLC

MEMBER

ProSource of Indianapolis, IN



Share your project photos with  
us and they may be included in the 
next edition of this lookbook.

Attention ProSource 
Trade Pro Members:

To be considered, share your project photos 
one of two ways:

At least one photo of each completed project is needed, but we’ll accept as 
many as you want to provide. Feel free to include before images as well to 
show the transformation.

Pro App: Access or download our app, create a digital 
project, and upload your photos.

myProSource (our website): After you login, create a 
project. When the job is complete, upload photos and 
publish them to the site.

Social: share your photos on Facebook or Instagram  
by tagging @prosource_wholesale or using 
#prosourceprojects.
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Masland is the essence of  
excellence for carpet, and 
remains at the forefront of 
innovation, originality, and 
style.

Fabrica carpet is 
recognized for timeless 
beauty and exceptional 
quality by being focused on  
delivering exquisite style 
and uncompromising 
performance.

DuraWeave carpet 
offers proven, real-world 
durability and value with 
a multitude of options to 
meet the unique needs of 
each household.

DH Floors carpet has an 
impressive selection of 
stunning, trend-setting 
styles as well as fashion-
forward colors, bringing 
exceptional beauty and 
warmth to a space.

Décor by Fabrica carpet  
highlights the essence of 
product excellence with a 
focus on high fashion for 
the decorative market.

Core Elements carpet is 
the choice for commercial 
projects, withstanding 
everyday foot while still 
looking its best for a 
smooth professional image.

Bearing a name that’s a 
nod to their rich heritage, 
1866 by Masland carpet 
offers spectacular styles 
and colors that embody 
flooring fashion.

For products from these projects,  
or to recreate the look, consider these  
amazing brands.

CARPET

Dixie Home carpet has an  
impressive selection of stunning, 
trend-setting styles as well as 
fashion-forward colors, bringing 
exceptional beauty and warmth to 
a space.

Innovia carpet is the 
perfect fusion of fashion, 
strength and softness, 
which is why it’s known for 
silky softness combined 
with breathtaking beauty.

Innovia Touch carpet is 
beautifully plush, resilient, 
and has a silky-smooth 
softness that makes any 
space more inviting.

Resista Plus H2O carpet 
is stylish, durable, and 
waterproof, so it’s made to 
easily handle the everyday 
challenges of an active 
household.

Count on Resista Soft Style 
for carpet that’s stylish, 
comfortable and tested for 
outstanding durability.

Tigressá Cherish carpet 
takes softness to a new 
level of lush beauty and 
plush comfort, while also 
having the strength to 
stand up to the demands  
of an active household.

DuraWeave Elite carpet 
provides elevated fashion 
and performance through 
patterns and textures along 
with captivating color 
choices.

Known as being a leading 
industry disrupter, 
Engineered Floors creates 
quality carpet that  
offers vibrant colors and 
impeccable performance.

Somerset House carpet 
delivers an elegant 
expression of incomparable 
style in a range of interesting 
textures, contemporary 
patterns and striking hues.

One of the most trusted 
names, Shaw is noted for 
exceptional quality carpet 
in a wide variety of colors, 
patterns and textures.

An industry leader, Mohawk 
delivers innovative carpet 
available in a wide variety 
of colors and textures to 
match any design.

Stanton carpet is the 
premier choice for amazing 
decorative, high-quality 
collections that bring the 
most desired designs to life.

Tigressá Soft Style carpet 
is the ideal blend of beauty, 
comfort and performance, 
offering incredible softness 
and exceptional durability.

Resista 3.0 carpet draws  
inspiration from nature 
in a captivating selection 
of patterns, textures and 
colors.

Inspired by worldly travels,  
Passages by Tigressá carpet 
offers lively colors and 
timeless looks that make 
a beautifully distinctive 
statement in any space.
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Shaw, an industry leader, has a 
passion for making handsome, 
lasting hardwood floors with 
innovative features.

Shaw is a recognized leader for  
offering exquisite tile in a multitude 
of shapes, sizes, colors and materials  
that can elevate any space.

Mohawk is a trusted name that 
provides extraordinary engineered 
and solid hardwood, crafted to be 
stylish and durable.

The beauty, durability and versatility 
of tile are on display with Mohawk, 
available in a wide assortment of 
styles, shapes and sizes.

For products from these projects,  
or to recreate the look, consider these  
amazing brands.
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HARDWOOD

Crafted for a stunning visual  
impact, Avienda Legacy hardwood 
offers the irresistible appeal of 
slice-faced veneers that capture 
the look of reclaimed wood.

Count on Avienda Sawn Face  
for the ultimate in distinctive style 
statements, defining any space 
with a dramatic elegance.

Harding hardwood features 
truly natural visuals, dimensional 
stability, long-lasting finishes and 
affordable beauty.

 

 

LAMINATE

Resista Plus H2O waterproof 
laminate provides natural wood 
looks of oak and pecan along with 
dependable durability.

RevWood Select laminate provides 
incredible wood looks and 
impressive versatility, along with 
being waterproof, pet friendly and 
kid friendly.

With realistic wood looks, 
RevWood Premier laminate 
provides the highest level of 
beauty, durability, and waterproof 
protection.

For appearance and performance, 
RevWood Plus laminate offers fresh 
styles and waterproof protection, 
along with being pet proof and kid 
proof.

TILE

The fashion-forward, distinct styling 
of Avienda tile offers extraordinary 
possibilities for redefining a space 
with unforgettably unique design 
concepts.

Daltile has built a reputation of 
excellence for beauty, durability 
and attention to detail, with tile 
that helps inspire amazing designs.

Experience the incomparable 
visual impact and uncompromising 
performance of Emser Tile, 
collections renowned for their 
beauty and versatility.

Turn bold dreams into gorgeous 
reality with stunning sustainable 
tile from Marazzi, providing 
captivating designs and appealing 
performance.
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VINYL

Trust Resista Plus H2O 
for gorgeous, waterproof 
luxury vinyl flooring that 
recreates the strikingly 
realistic looks of wood, 
stone, and ceramic.

COREtec is the original  
waterproof vinyl flooring  
that delivers true style  
with performance that’s 
beautiful to the core.

Capturing the beauty and  
elegance of wood or stone,  
Trucor luxury vinyl delivers 
a durable, waterproof floor.

Monument vinyl planks  
feature one of the heaviest 
and thickest solid cores 
available paired with 
waterproof technology for 
unrivalled durability under 
pressure.

CABINETS

Passionate about crafting  
quality cabinets that are  
affordable, Aristokraft has  
earned a reputation for  
delivering more than  
you expect in terms of  
style, selection and value.

Kemper offers distinctive  
cabinetry for every room in  
every home with multiple  
design styles, amazing 
colors and creative storage 
options.

Handcrafted to exceed 
the highest expectations, 
Decorá cabinets also 
offer a wide range of 
embellishments, accessories 
and conveniences to help 
make them as unique as the 
families that own them.

Focusing on quality and  
versatility, Kitchen Craft is  
well-known for durable,  
classically made cabinetry 
with trend-forward 
European styling designed 
to fit any budget.

With an on-trend color 
palette and clever orga-
nizing solutions, Diamond 
cabinets are beautiful inside 
and out with the perfect 
combination of fashion and 
function.

Expertly crafted 
Omega cabinets offer 
endless possibilities for 
individualization with 
extraordinary color choices, 
distinctive accents, and a 
vast array of organization 
solutions.

Focused on a select 
number of broadly 
popular styles in several 
versatile colors, Mantra 
cabinets pair extraordinary 
craftsmanship with quick 
availability.

Homecrest produces  
cabinets that are 
designed to be accessible, 
constructed to be 
sustainable, and priced to 
be affordable.

Schrock is a trusted 
name for time-honored 
craftsmanship in creating 
expressive, well-built 
cabinetry that adds 
warmth, style and superb 
functionality to any space.

For products from these projects,  
or to recreate the look, consider these  
amazing brands.

Luxury vinyl tile from 
Engineered Floors has the 
beautiful real look of wood, 
tile and stone that merge 
style with resilience.

Discover gorgeous and 
lasting waterproof luxury 
vinyl from Harding Home 
with authentic designs that 
provide the most desired 
looks.

Depend on Mohawk for 
versatile, high-performing 
luxury vinyl plank and tile 
that mimics the richness 
and textures of wood, tile 
and stone.

Shaw luxury vinyl plank 
and luxury vinyl tile provide 
wood, tile and stone looks, 
which pair style with 
performance.

Stanton carpet is the 
premier choice for amazing 
decorative, high-quality 
collections that bring the 
most desired designs to life.



CABINET HARDWARE

Far beyond simply functional 
knobs and handles, Atlas brings 
stylish, contemporary, and even 
unexpected touches to cabinet 
hardware.

A leading manufacturer of  
decorative hardware, Top Knobs 
offers an extensive line of premium 
quality knobs, pulls and other  
hardware for cabinets, drawers  
and more.

For products from these projects,  
or to recreate the look, consider these  
amazing brands.
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VANITIESSHOWERS TUBS

For uncompromising beauty and 
elegance, James Martin is the 
choice for premium bathroom 
vanities.

Fleurco has established itself as 
a leading provider of top-quality 
shower bases, doors, and walls 
which incorporate the latest  
technology and designs.

From modern to elegant, Fleurco 
tubs can turn any bathroom into 
a spa-like oasis, using high-quality 
materials for high-shine and long-
lasting durability.
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Helping our trade pros and 
their customers complete  

successful projects.

ProSource Wholesale® showrooms are independently owned and operated under license from Leading Edge Market-
ing Inc. Products and prices may vary by location. Contact or visit your local showroom for details. Each ProSource® 
showroom offers a wide range of products sourced from suppliers around the world, but also carries items curated to 
its local market and members, with special pricing, promotions, selections, and offerings tailored to the needs of the 
community. Support excellent local entrepreneurs at ProSource.

1.800.787.7748 | www.prosourcewholesale.com




